
Internet Search Image Targets 1C Target tasked by internet image search - IN1C1
Remote viewed by Anita Ikonen - Method EEC
Target no target number 
Today April 15, 2019
Start 11:45 PM

Internet Search Images C1 Target 1
Today April 15, 2019
Start 11:45 PM

One random generated search word, I am blind to the word throughout session until feedback, 
target is the first image from internet image search. Later the same search word will be used to 
retrieve another, different, image. How does the report match to either image, to which image does 
the report match better? 

I tried but by accident I saw the search word on the generator. So I generate another new word 
instead of it. I saw the second word too, because I now see the word is presented in two places on 
the website. I now position the website so that I find the Copy button without having to scroll or risk 
seeing the search word. Trying again. 

Done it. 

Wow, we are flying high up it is a seagull that was rising up, the background was blue, we were high 
up. The seagull is flapping like a floppy paper airplane. Rising, then sinking again. It seems frantic and 
hectic, panic, uncontrollable movements, flailing around. 

11:55 PM Secondary stage. 

Seagull: It feels a state of chaos, like it cannot control its own movement, it feels sad and miserable. 
Rising high up. I poke at its top and it gets upset at me, reaches its head and beak towards me to 
snap at me, it is feeling very irritable and agitated. There is sadness and chaos emotion here. Flailing 
up and down in a frantic motion. 

We need to identify what the seagull element is, probe: It is sad and it is crying, I can hear it 
sobbing. Chaos, being tossed and shaken around like a dog shaking a rag in its mouth. It rose very 
high up and is white and angled shaped. It doesn't want to be up here. There is blue color below 
beneath it further down below. It is shaped like the white collar on a man's white buttoned shirt. 
Anger, frustration, the feeling of being stuck, like a child crying. 

To probe further would take more work. 

12:01 midnight End session. 

Search word was: bar code

I may have done "automatic drawing" with the blue lines on the sides in the drawing. Target image 



is not blue. There is no obvious seagull shape on the target image. This was one of the weirdest RV 
sessions I have ever had, I am quite perplexed I don't know what to say. The impressions I had were 
strange, the target image is a strange one, and putting the two of them together feels just strange. I 
will give a C for correlation but I am not sure if I understood what just happened. 

Image source https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barcode
Image link https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/e/e9/UPC-
A-036000291452.svg/1200px-UPC-A-036000291452.svg.png

12:06 midnight End session. 

ELEMENTS

IE. Seagull rising and sinking up in the sky. Seems frantic and hectic. 

IE. Blue background, elevation. 


